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At the margin, how much do teachers value 
retirement benefits?

• Fitzpatrick (2015), senior teachers (22-28 years of experience)
• more than a quarter of Illinois teachers were unwilling to pay 19 cents for pension 

enhancements worth one dollar in present value.

• Biasi (2019)

• Goldhaber and Holden (2020)

• Johnston (2020)

• Fuchsman, et. al. (2021)  (this panel)
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At the margin, how much do teachers value 
retirement benefits?

• This paper reexamines the IL teacher pension upgrade experience 
using pension system (TRS) data tracking the 1998-99 (22-28 
experience) cohort to 2019.   Actual retirement annuity and timing.

• Findings
• More teachers purchased upgrade (87% versus 74%)

• Importantly, nearly all teachers who did not purchase upgrade were better off 
not making the purchase

• IL pension upgrade experience not well suited to answer the question 
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Illinois upgrade

• IL teachers in FAS-DB plan:  annuity= S x FAS x f
• In 1998 service additional service years f = .022
• Option to purchase upgrade of prior years at 

• Price = min(Exp98/100, 20/100) x salary

• Seemingly a very good deal
• Exp 22 teacher,  PV of benefits 6.3 x price
• Yet … by 2009 only 70% had purchased benefit (22-28 exp, 74%)

• Our reexamination, relying on TRS data, tracked teachers to 2019, nearly all 
of whom retired
• Purchase rate 87%
• Of 13% who didn’t purchase, 12% better off not doing so.
• Key factor:  Annuity capped at 75% of FAS If you worked longer, no benefit from 

upgrade
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96% made the “right”
decision



• Econometric paradox

• Even with updated (ex post) data on retirement timing and actual 
annuity the “19 cents” paradox persists
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Ratio – β2 / β1 = 1 
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• Problem with instruments (benefit and price are both functions of 
salary)  (Goldhaber and Holden, 2020)

• Problem with LPM (and non-linear)
• Few “marginal teachers”   Step function in net benefits and choice
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Conclusion

• Vast majority of Illinois teachers made upgrade decisions consistent 
with PW maximization at conventional discount rates (2%)

• Illinois upgrade experience not well suited to estimate WTP of 
teachers for pension upgrades

• Illustrates (yet again) that pension plan incentives affect timing of 
retirement
• Very important to understand behavioral effects of pension rules in 

estimating the costs or benefits of pension rule changes
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